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RP-1 (alternately, Rocket Propellant-1 or Refined Petroleum-1) is a highly refined form of kerosene outwardly
similar to jet fuel, used as rocket fuel.RP-1 has a lower specific impulse than liquid hydrogen (LH 2), but is
cheaper, stable at room temperature, far less of an explosion hazard, and far denser.RP-1 is significantly
more powerful than LH 2 by volume.
RP-1 - Wikipedia
Merlin is a family of rocket engines developed by SpaceX for use on its Falcon 1, Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy
launch vehicles. Merlin engines use RP-1 and liquid oxygen as rocket propellants in a gas-generator power
cycle. The Merlin engine was originally designed for sea recovery and reuse. The injector at the heart of
Merlin is of the pintle type that was first used in the Apollo program for ...
Merlin (rocket engine family) - Wikipedia
A starship is not an independent entityâ€”no more than a jet plane is independent just because it can leave
the ground. Imagine for a moment, a fully loaded 747 jet airliner flying from Los Angeles to New York.
Infrastructure - Atomic Rockets
Falcon 9 is een tweetrapsraket uit de Falcon-reeks, ontworpen en gebouwd door SpaceX.De "9" in de term
verwijst naar de samenstelling van negen Merlin 1D-raketmotoren in de "core-booster".Deze eerste trap is
ontwikkeld om meerdere keren te gebruiken en werd in "vlucht 32" op 31 maart 2017 daadwerkelijk opnieuw
ingezet na gebruik "vlucht 23" op 8 april 2016.
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